Can you recommend some shrubs native to Canada?
Native shrubs are a good choice as they can not only cope with our sub-zero winters, freezing rain, snow and northerly
winds, but also hold their own when it comes to summer drought. As an additional bonus, native plants tend to be more
resistant to native pests and diseases.

One native shrub that has all season interest is Amelanchier arborea or Downy
Serviceberry, which can survive in both full sun and part shade. It produces masses of
pretty white flowers in May with green leaves that turn a brilliant orangey-red in the fall. It
tolerates clay soil and air pollution.

Another shrub that can tolerate both sun and shade is Hamamelis virginiana or
Common Witch-hazel. Instead of turning red or orange, its dark green leaves
turn butter-yellow in autumn. Common Witch-hazel is a large multi-stemmed
plant that has small fragrant yellow flowers that appear from late September to
as late as December when little else is blooming. It is great for birds and winter
interest.

When it comes to spring colour, few can match Cercis canadensis or the Eastern
Redbud for its clustered magenta buds that unfold into a mass of rosy-pink colour
in May. The flowers appear first on purple-grey twigs, followed by waxy bronzy to
reddish purple leaves that can turn a bluish green to yellow in the fall. This is a
small low-branching tree or shrub that has an irregular shape with a spreading
flat-topped to rounded crown. This easily grown shrub attracts butterflies and leaf
cutter bees. Plant in a sunny spot or part shade sheltered from the wind. It will
grow well in all but poorly draining wet soils.
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The attractive burgundy-red branches of Cornus sericea of Redosier
Dogwood are very popular in winter containers, but why not try them in
the garden? This plant is distinctly upright with many slender branches
arching to form a rounded shape. Leaves may turn reddish-brown in
autumn. Flat-topped clumps of white flowers occur in May and June
and are followed by whitish or blue-tinged fruit in summer that are a
favourite of birds. This plant is tolerant of wet soils and looks best
planted in masses. Remove root suckers with a spade is a colony is not
desired. Although pruning is not required, cutting one quarter of the
oldest stems to the ground in early spring will stimulate colourful new
stems to grow.
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